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Q&A
Can you explain the differences between Mill Hill
School and Mill Hill International?
The biggest difference between Mill Hill School and
Mill Hill International lies in the programmes that
we offer. Both schools offer entry into Years 9 and
10. Mill Hill International also offers entry in Year 11
on to our one-year GCSE programme, and Mill Hill
School offers a two year A Level programme. Class
sizes differ too; at Mill Hill School the average class
size is between 22-24 pupils, whilst at Mill Hill
International the maximum class size is 12, with an
average of 10 pupils.
Can you send out sample entrance tests?
For the English entrance test, we use the Oxford
Placement Test for pupils for whom English is not
their native language. Examples of the types of
questions can be found on their website:
https://millhill.co/3nujIUI
For the Cognitive Ability Test, we use CAT4 GL
Assessment. Pupils are tested in four different
categories:
verbal
reasoning,
non-verbal
reasoning, spatial reasoning and quantitative
reasoning. Although they do not give sample tests,
more information about the tests can be found on
their website: https://millhill.co/3jGLV8v
If my child is studying GCSEs at Mill Hill
International can they transition to Mill Hill
School for A Levels?
The majority of our GCSE pupils aspire to continue
their A Level studies at Mill Hill School. However,
the transition between the GCSE programme at
Mill Hill International and A Levels at Mill Hill School
is not automatic; pupils have to go through our
internal application process which is dependent
on their predicted grades and the progress that
they make whilst at the International School.
Our subject teachers, along with our Year 11 coordinator, will do all what they can to help with this
transition and process. Last year, around 50% of
our GCSE pupils went on to study A Levels at Mill
Hill.

To the prefects; are you enjoying using iPads in
the classroom?
All of our prefects agreed that they are enjoying
using iPads in the classroom. Using iPads means
that all of their work is saved in one place which
means they are naturally more organised. They
can submit homework easily to teachers and they
don’t have to carry lots of books around!
Can you tell me about your recent ISI report?
We were delighted with the outcome of the
Independent School Inspection. Our full ISI
inspection in January 2020 resulted in the
best possible outcome for The Mount, Mill
Hill International. All areas of the Regulatory
Compliance Inspection were met and we received
‘excellent’ in both judgements of Educational
Quality (the highest grading).
The inspectors found that “pupils have highly
positive attitudes and engage extremely well in
their learning,” and “those pupils with EAL make
rapid progress in their speaking, reading, writing
and listening skills.” They noted that “pupils’
social development and contributions to others
is excellent,” and that “pupils embrace their
international school experience with enthusiasm
in school and in boarding.” Particular strengths of
the school were noted by the inspectors; “pupils’
achievement in public examinations is excellent,”
and “pupils’ attitude to learning is excellent.”
You can access the full inspection report on the
school’s website.
Are the trips for the pupils organised by the
school, or do pupils organise them themselves?
The school organises many weekend trips for our
boarders, but there is also an opportunity for them
to discover London with their friends. Different
year groups have different permissions for this.
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